What is a Raider Room?
Raider Rooms are designed to serve the entire TTU campus community by providing a wide range of equipment, technology and resources. These classrooms are centrally scheduled, and are maintained by Operations Division Planning & Administration. This project would not be possible without vital partnerships with IT Help Central Classroom Technology Services.

DIID YOU KNOW?
Glass boards use cloth erasers and White boards use felt and cloth erasers
ODPA provides each Raider Room with dry eraser markers
Classrooms are renovated to meet ADA guidelines
Colleges from various departments use Raider Rooms located in different buildings.
Classroom Technology Services checks the Raider Room's technology and ODPA audits the rooms weekly
Rooms are equipped with Distance Learning capabilities

65 RAIDER ROOMS
TTU Has 65 Raider Rooms
4 in Chemistry
22 in Media Communication
20 in Holden Hall
3 in Human Science
5 in Math
2 in Electrical Engineering
4 in Science
1 in English
1 in Agricultural Sciences
1 in CMLL
1 in Goddard
1 in Mechanical Engineering South

RAIDER ROOMS COMING SOON!
The following rooms are becoming Raider Rooms!

SUMMER 2021
Classical & Modern Languages & Literatures 105
Math 109
Biology LH 100
(In Phases - Phase I: Technology)

FALL 2021
Biology 106

SPRING 2022
Electrical Engineering 101

Need Classroom Technology Help?
Contact Classroom Technology at (806) 742-5381 or ctsstaff.ithelpcentral@ttu.edu
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RAIDER ROOM WEBSITE:
https://www.depts.ttu.edu/odpa/SPI/EISM/raiderrooms/index.php

For more information about Operations on scheduling Events, ID Office, Surplus visit:
https://www.depts.ttu.edu/odpa/default.php

VISIT OUR NEW RAIDER ROOM WEBSITE!

ACCESSING RAIDER ROOMS
Instructor of Records (IOR) will have access added to their Raider ID card the week prior to the semesters start. The first week of the semester the Raider Rooms will be unlocked, after that IOR will need to unlock and lock the rooms for their classes. Instructors do not need to prop the doors open during class time and can choose to keep their rooms unlocked! Check out the instructions.

TA ACCESS
For TA's to have access IOR will need to send an email to operations.raiderrooms@ttu.edu with the TA's R#, day, time and room number.

To Unlock a Raider Room:
- Locked Raider Rooms will display a red LED light in the card reader
- Unlocked Raider Rooms will display a green LED light in the card reader
- Hold your Raider ID card near the black card reader OR slide your card through the mag card reader on the side (if it is available)
- The lock will go from red to green.
- When the lock is green, the door is unlocked
- Holding up the card once will unlock the door for 8 seconds
- The door handle does not turn due to the locking mechanism. Push (or pull as necessary) to open the door.

To Keep a Raider Room Unlocked for a class period:
- Hold up your Raider ID card once to unlock it for 8 seconds.
- Then hold it up a second time while the lock is still green
- Additional beeps will sound and the lock will stay green for the duration of the class.

What is a Raider Room?
A Raider Room is a centrally scheduled and maintained classroom that is available to users in all academic disciplines.